The aerial view of the Toda settlement in Nilgiri

The Toda women are engaged in unique style of hair curling
The Toda man grazing the buffalo herds

The Toda buffalo with long horn
The Toda women gathered around the marriage lane

The gathered Todas for the marriage
The Toda women in their traditional costume

The Toda women are dancing their traditional dance after the marriage
The Naga tree under which the marriage ritual is performed.
The holy lamp is lighted in engraved hole.
The Marriage ritual of Toda performed under the Naga tree

The bridegroom is blessed by the Toda elders
The Toda's traditional way of blessing

The conical shaped Toda temple
The arch shaped traditional Toda temple

The Hindu god and ancestor photographs worshiped by the Toda
The wooden cart which is burnt with the dead body during funeral

He speared used to sacrifice the buffalo during the death ceremony